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Unpacking conflict trends, theaters and assumptions forms the basis of the Clingendael CrisesAlerts on Libya: where are the theaters of war, what are trends in fault lines, success and conflict activity?

European security interests at stake: this CrisesAlert explores why Europe should care about the ongoing conflict. What security interests are at stake? What are the mechanisms whereby the crises impact Europe and its member states? What should be done?

Militia coalition-building and governance: this CrisesAlert explores armed coalitions in Libya, and their implications for conflict and support for local and national governance.

The EU in the world: this CrisesAlert probes into the regional and geopolitical power dynamics. How do fault lines develop and what does this suggest for the EU’s room for maneuver, foreign policy and actionable policy?
Entering the Lion’s Den: 
local militias and governance in Libya

Ongoing instability in Libya continues to be a concern for the European Union. To alleviate the situation for the Libyan population and address security threats like human smuggling and terrorism, the EU and its member states follow a two-tier policy track: striking a peace agreement while simultaneously building local governance. This CrisesAlert highlights the risks of both policy measures and shows how they affect the very local nature of the Libyan conflict. The Alert calls for a better understanding of a key determinant of the conflict: local alliance-building by armed actors.

Introduction

Libya’s internal dynamics are compromised by multiple failed peace agreements and ceasefire negotiations. The latest breakdown came last July when the French president Emmanuel Macron achieved a “historic” deal between Libya’s powerful and polarizing general Khalifa Haftar and the weak but internationally supported prime minister Fayez al-Serraj.1 This agreement is an implicit recognition that Serraj’s UN-backed Government of National Accord (GNA) failed, that the Presidential Council (PC) is unable to impose its authority definitively, and that the Libya Political Agreement (LPA) needs an overhaul at least.

Revamping the political process in Libya remains a policy priority for the Dutch government and the EU. Even though European initiatives have a strong bilateral flavor – with France and Italy playing divisive roles – EU member states agree that investing in Libya’s political track should lead to an accord between the main rivaling parties to amend the LPA, build state institutions and bring armed forces under civilian control.2

---

2 Vision expressed at Clingendael expert meeting on Libya’s militias, 28 August 2017 (Chatham House Rules applied).
Yet achieving a sustainable agreement continues to be unlikely. This is partly because attempts to reach peace agreements have thus far failed to take sufficient stock of the local nature of the conflict and local power balances. Any national-level agreement needs to trickle down to largely independent militias whose primary concerns are often unrelated to agreements in Tripoli, Tobruk, and Paris. This Alert will show that, by failing to fully grasp the nature of local alliance-building, EU-sponsored peace negotiations can and do contribute to a restructuring of local coalitions that in turn has the capacity to generate new fighting.

Conflict in Libya: basics, players and interests

- There is not one conflict in Libya, there are multiple interconnected and unconnected conflicts. Our first Alert highlights four important theatres. In all theatres, there are many local fault lines and interests at play;
- The primary national fault-line is between the Government of National Accord (GNA) and the Libyan National Army (LNA). The LNAs military position has been improving. The LNAs strongman Khalifa Haftar increasingly receives international diplomatic recognition;
- Libya is primarily a concern for Europe due to migratory pressures and terrorist threat. It is unlikely that Libya will anytime soon become a new geopolitical proxy conflict as the Trump administration has not taken major interest while Russian involvement is limited, cautious and economically motivated. Libyans generally view outside involvement with suspicion;
- Europe has been divided in its approach to Libya and a truly integrated EU policy has not taken off. Officially, the EU follows the UN-led mediation process. Former colonizer Italy supported the GNA (mainly to reduce migration) while France supported Haftar (mainly to counter terrorism) which has led to tensions between both EU countries as well as local conflict in Libya;
- Regional actors are also involved. Of Libya’s neighbours, Tunisia and Algeria take a ‘big tent’ approach, striving for an integral agreement, while Egypt supports the LNA in various ways. Moreover, the Gulf rift impacts the conflict with the Saudi/Emirates side supporting the LNA and the Qatar/Turkey side tacitly supporting the GNA.

This is not to say that the local has been neglected entirely. For various reasons, such as the weakness of the central state and the pressing need to act “decisively” against

---

migratory pressures and terrorist threats, the EU has turned to supporting local governance. The reasoning within the EU is that support for municipal governance responds to the needs of ordinary Libyans for improved service provision, and that local stability is expected to increase the chances of a resolution at the national level (a governmental Track 2 approach).

This Alert shows, however, that **attempts to support local governance are equally problematic**. Under the current model for supporting local governance, the EU is embroiled in a complex, fluid framework of local alliances — a “lion’s den” of sorts. This has led to renewed tensions, those between national and local governance being just one example, and the de facto legitimization of militias upon which local officials hinge. While promoting local governance is a necessary approach, of equal necessity is to better understand the ever-shifting actors and alliances within Libya’s Lion’s Den.

Overall, this Alert concludes that there are both obvious and less obvious risks attached to attempts to improve governance at the national and local levels. Without a better understanding of the localized nature of the conflict and a proper understanding of how EU initiatives incentivize local conflicts, the EU and its member states risk that their good intentions are counterproductive at both the national and local level:

1. Given that the de facto authority in Libya is not a national government but rather localized armed groups, any effort to mediate between actors at the national level should be driven by a clear understanding of the local coalitions supporting them and the fluidity of interests driving these coalitions. Peace agreements will only reach as far as the power that national actors hold over their local partners to accept these deals.

2. As long as national stability remains out of reach, Libya’s future will continue to be determined by a patchwork of local support coalitions. Within such a context, conflict-neutral interventions do not exist. The work of international development efforts supporting local governance can strengthen some power holders to the detriment of others. Understanding local power dynamics is critical for making informed decisions about what or who to support.

The following sections spotlight four local conflict theatres, namely the East, Misrata, Tripoli and the Fezzan. These theatres evidence the interconnectedness of the national and local and show how any intervention in Libya should be informed by a clear understanding of local dynamics of conflict and alliance-building.

---

Understanding Libya’s militias

Based on an assessment made in 2014, Libya had approximately 1,600 armed groups at that time.\(^5\) For these groups, being part of a powerful coalition prevents local rivals from acquiring political, military and territorial influence.\(^6\) Coalition-building between armed groups is therefore a key influencer of developments on the ground, as is shown in Figure 1: Allied versus non-allied events in 2016-2017. Critical moments in Libya’s recent conflict history have all been driven by changing coalitions between armed groups. For example, the formation of the Dignity and Dawn coalitions polarized the conflict in 2014; the Bunyan al-Marsous coalition against Islamic State in Sirte halted IS expansion in Libya; and the creation of the Libyan National Army (LNA) changed the power balance in favor of Haftar.

Despite their relevance to the country as a whole, these were all coalitions of local actors. Operation Dignity, for example, consisted of army units, militias and armed civilians with the shared aim of defeating Islamists in the Benghazi area, as well as addressing criminality, settling tribal feuds and re-establishing general order in the city.\(^7\) Operation Dignity was a coalition of convenience between a myriad of localized groups. It was a key vehicle not only for the political aspirations of a Libyan figurehead but also for local militia trying to protect their interests. Haftar’s self-styled Libyan National Army (LNA) is also not a homogenous military force but rather an alliance of local militias that helped Haftar play a more influential role vis-à-vis powerholders in the East. Haftar, for instance, teamed up with Madkhali Salafis despite his self-proclaimed anti-Islamist/anti-terrorist agenda. They cooperated because Haftar and the Madkhalis shared a rejection of the Muslim Brotherhood.\(^8\) In a similar vein, the Magarha tribe played a key role in shoring up Haftar’s local power, even though the tribe has not always been acquiescent to his dominance. Appointing Magarha tribal leaders to important military positions helped Haftar to wield local influence in the East.\(^9\)

---

5 Figures expressed at Clingendael expert meeting on Libya’s militias, 28 August 2017
The interests of these armed groups are very much in flux. Madkhali Salafis, for example, have an additional presence in the West, where they support Haftar’s opponent, the GNA.\(^\text{10}\) Consider the Benghazi Defense Brigades (BDB, *Soraya Difa’ Benghazi*), a coalition of fighters that tried to recapture the oil facilities in Sirte in March of this year. The BDB consists of professional soldiers, ex-policemen, and a significant number of jihadi fighters expelled from Benghazi, as well as factions from the West between Tripoli, Misrata and Jufra.\(^\text{11}\) There are sundry political allegiances within the BDB: some factions support the Presidential Council, while others support Khalifa Ghwell’s shadow government (Government of National Salvation, GNS) in Tripoli or the GNS-allied and conservative Muslim leader Grand Mufti Sadiq al-Ghariani.\(^\text{12}\)

A consequence of this fluidity of interest and coalition preferences is that it is extremely complicated to discern types of militias or armed groups based on their interests. It is impossible to categorize groups as exclusively “unregulated” (not recognizing any authority), “criminal” (involved in illicit activities) or “government-allied” (acting in compliance with one of Libya’s governments). In reality, many militias wear different hats at the same time. Some militias from Tripoli for instance are allied with the GNA and “manage” migrants around formal migrant detention centers. However, the same militias are often involved in the human smuggling business.\(^\text{13}\) We find militias on different sides of the conflict that may formally comply with political institutions but in practice pursue their own quest for power and control, thereby overruling any political actor.

---

10 They also clash with other groups with an Islamist profile, such as militias supporting the conservative Muslim leader Grand Mufti Al-Ghariani.


12 The BDB describes itself as a non-Islamist coalition, rather as a group of *thuwwar* (revolutionaries), but it has both Islamists and non-Islamists among its ranks. What unites the BDB, at least momentarily, is that they heavily oppose Haftar and his “oppressive militias” and that they want to secure a steady flow of oil revenues to Benghazi and return to their lives in Benghazi safely. BDB denies UN claim it is a “coalition of Islamist armed groups”. Libya Herald (2017a). [https://www.libyaherald.com/2017/04/19/bdb-denies-un-claim-it-is-a-coalition-of-islamist-armed-groups/](https://www.libyaherald.com/2017/04/19/bdb-denies-un-claim-it-is-a-coalition-of-islamist-armed-groups/).

13 El Kamouni-Janssen (2017). Only God can stop the smugglers. The Clingendael Institute. [https://www.clingendael.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/only_god_can_stop_the_smugglers.pdf](https://www.clingendael.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/only_god_can_stop_the_smugglers.pdf).
Theatres of Coalition-building

How do the main players in Libya navigate, maneuver, and develop coalitions of armed groups and relations with local power holders? Analysis of allied events across Libya, as shown in figure 2 (Geographic distribution of allied events in 2016-2017) shows there are two recent developments to consider:

- After consolidating his control in the East, Haftar is now expanding his military coalition locally in the West and South.
- The national-level PC-LNA divide has become a key influencer in local conflicts throughout the country, sometimes also in areas far from Tripoli or Tobruk.

1. Haftar: looking for new friends

Haftar is now widening his campaign to the south and west of Libya as he tries to strengthen and build an armed coalition with other powerful actors. The LNA has taken a blocking position south and west of Tripoli with international military backing (from
Egypt, the United Arab Emirates and Russia, and with countries like Tunisia, Algeria and France sympathetic to the LNA’s cause). Haftar plays the legitimacy card internationally, but meanwhile continues to signal his intent to enter Tripoli. His strategy in the past year – to forge local alliances in order to advance into key oil ports and military facilities in central Libya, expulsing among others the Misrata Third Force from central Libya with the help of Egyptian bombings – will be more difficult and dangerous in the case of Tripoli, where powerful militias hold sway.\textsuperscript{14}

Haftar has already begun courting the Warfalla and Tarhouna tribes\textsuperscript{15} from the Tripolitana region. Haftar’s rhetoric praises the work of the Bunyan al-Marsous (BAM) fighters (mostly Misratans) and under the auspices of Egypt, talks have been held in Cairo between top political figures from Misrata and eastern representatives supporting the LNA.\textsuperscript{16} Though yet to take place, the next step for Haftar is a military meeting in Cairo with Misrata factions, with the aim of unifying military units.\textsuperscript{17}

In conjunction with cultivating new alliances, Haftar is making efforts to upkeep his military support in the city of Zintan, a revolutionary anti-Islamist bulwark which is generally supportive of Haftar.\textsuperscript{18} Haftar draws support from Zintani militias such as the Sawaiq militias of Emad Trabelsi which typically act on the side of the LNA.\textsuperscript{19} However, some Zintan groups are now distancing themselves from Haftar. The Zintan Revolutionary Military Council, originally a pro-LNA brigade, is becoming particularly more critical of Haftar and less willing to support LNA military operations.\textsuperscript{20} One of

\begin{itemize}
the Military Council’s leaders, Ossama Juwaili, is already siding with the GNA. Within Zintan we therefore find tensions between pro and anti-LNA groups; this volatile situation creates fertile ground for these tensions to reach a boiling point. For example, the release of Qadhafi’s son Saif al-Islam by the Zintani Abu Bakir al-Siddiq brigade was vehemently opposed by both Zintan’s Military Council and municipality. Haftar needs to operate within this combustible system while trying to attract Zintani recruits to the LNA.

2. Misrata: strong but fragmented

Libya’s third largest city, Misrata, is home to some of the country’s most powerful militias. Hardline Misratan forces describe Haftar as a “rogue general,” and LNA and BAM forces are pitted against each other. Nonetheless, the recent discontent of BAM forces with the PC in Tripoli may eventually open the door for more flexibility in Misrata’s alliances and potential future support for other actors than the PC and GNA.

Misrata is not a unified revolutionary bastion. For one, it is fragmented between hardline (armed) forces represented by the Misrata Military Council and more moderate (civilian) actors represented by the Municipality Council. Second, several key players in the city, including powerful brigades and Misrata’s mayor, support the GNA, which has an influential Misratan businessman as deputy PM. Disagreement exists though over whether Misrata’s brigades should prioritize consolidating the GNA’s position in Tripoli versus directly confronting the LNA in support of the GNA. Finally, there are Misratan forces that side with Khalifa Ghwell’s Government of National Salvation in Tripoli, like Salah Badi, a militia leader who played a central role in the Dawn military coalition and

rejects the GNA because he sees it as a “western product”.\textsuperscript{26} Contestation over the unity government in Tripoli and local rivalries between hardliners and moderates resulted in the overthrow of Misrata’s Municipal Council by the Military Council, and a series of armed protests eventually led to the resignation of the mayor of Misrata.\textsuperscript{27}

In addition to conflict in the city itself, there is also still a great deal of Misratan resentment against the LNA and Haftar’s advances in the west.\textsuperscript{28} Misratan forces comprised most of the BAM that fought on behalf of the Presidential Council (PC), a campaign that came with heavy human losses. A military delegation of BAM was welcomed recently in Qatar for “talks”, to the PC’s dismay.\textsuperscript{29} The visit is another example of how Libyan military actors overrule political actors with their actions. It can also be interpreted as a sign that the BAM is dissatisfied with the PC’s weak recognition of its sacrifices in the battle against IS, as also expressed by a BAM spokesman,\textsuperscript{30} and is looking for recognition elsewhere.

At present, however, alliance-formation between Misrata and the LNA seems far off, with the commitment of hardline forces in Misrata to Tripoli’s political institutions. But its internal conflict may make factions in the city more susceptible to cooperation with outside forces down the line, possibly further integration and coordination with the GNS or new ties with the LNA.
3. Tripoli: militia playground

Dozens of militias operate in Tripoli – around 30 in 2016 alone – with both shifting territories and loyalties. For example, Abdel Raouf Kara’s armed Special Deterrence Force, or RADA, acts as a Salafist-leaning police and counter-terrorism unit on behalf of the GNA. Other powerful militias, for example the Tripoli Revolutionaries Brigade of Haitham al-Tajouri, are less politically engaged but defend their own interests and often work together to prevent outside forces from entering the city. Much of the conflict in Tripoli centers around support for the city’s two governments. There are militias that are explicitly supportive of Fayez al-Serraj’s GNA, militias that are more ambivalent, and militias that reject the GNA and side with Khalifa Ghwell’s Government of National Salvation.

After a period of relative calm earlier this year, clashes between forces aligned with both governments have picked up. These inter-militia conflicts have been generated by national political developments. Since the talks between Haftar and Serraj in Abu Dhabi and Paris, the tone of hostility between GNS and GNA forces in Tripoli has increased. GNS-allied factions – with Misratan militia leader Salah Badi as their mouthpiece and their most visible public persona – launched Operation Fakhr Libya (Operation Dawn/Fajr Libya II) with the objective of ridding the city of GNA forces and preventing the LNA from entering, but Fakhr forces were driven out of the city by opposing militias. That is not to say that Fakhr’s role is played out or that its brigades have given up their goal of taking over Tripoli -- especially since Fakhr Libya was joined by not only Tarhouna’s notorious and hardline Islamist Kani Brigade, but also the Mobile Forces, an Amazigh...

33 خطاب الأخ عبدالرؤوف كاره، شتان بينه وبين عبد الله ناكر 4libyafreedom (2014). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=18j4a9gBRMY.
38 The Kani Brigade has taken over Tripoli’s international airport from Misrata forces before, and recently shut down all roads to Tripoli.
militia group that supports Khalifa Ghwell. Tripoli remains the stage of militia clashes daily, a clear indication GNA forces are still unable to assert control in the wider Tripoli area and that former Dawn forces are still relevant. Fakhr Libya’s forces were not included in the Skhirat talks leading up to the Libyan Political Agreement, and they are not included in any of the current negotiation efforts. Should the negotiations between Serraj and Haftar materialize, it is possible that Fakhr forces will intensify their activities and possibly attract more hardline and disenfranchised militias in the process.

4. The Fezzan: tribal turf

The Fezzan is an area where political-military actors from the north of Libya vie for influence (especially control over roads and infrastructure). The conflict between eastern and western authorities is in the south primarily fought by Misrata’s Third Force, which nominally acts on behalf of the PC, and armed actors that claim to be loyal to the LNA. Despite a military presence, both parties had to seek local alliances with the tribes of the Fezzan under a pretext of “policing” the area. The Third Force claimed it partnered with the Awlad Suleiman tribe from Sebha and to a lesser extent the Tuareg, whereas pro-LNA forces, like the Zintan tribe, traditionally partnered with the Tebu tribe. Partnering in reality largely meant arming and financing young men from the south and forging loose coalitions of convenience. In addition, in a bid to expand his control, Haftar is supporting Sudanese militias and Chadian Tebu opposition groups that have a presence in Libya’s south. These actions may further Haftar’s interests but they also add another layer of instability in the Fezzan.

Northern factions inserted themselves, their interests, and their conflicts in previously existing competition between southern tribes, which are largely about access to smuggling routes and oil fields. Yet, none of the warring camps from the north have been able to gain real control in the south, implying that none of the national peace agreement attempts are very likely to have a real effect in this part of Libya. For example, despite Haftar’s claims that the LNA controls the Fezzan, there are no eastern or western government security forces in a city like Sebha. Instead, this city is carved up into neighborhoods controlled by local militias tied to the Fezzan’s tribes, with none of

the groups able to command the whole city.43 The recent move of Tebu militias from Al-Qatroun to close the Niger-Libyan border for human smuggling can be seen as another sign that militias rather than political-military actors from the north are calling the shots locally.44

**Figure 2  Geographic distribution of allied events in 2016-2017**

How EU dealings impact local militias and governance

There are clear indications that EU member states need to develop a stronger sensitivity to local dynamics in Libya. Two examples underscore this point.

---


45 The number of events varies between 1 and 60 per administrative division.
First, from the start it has been difficult to ‘bring home’ the results of the UN-led Skhirat talks to (hardline) local factions in Libya, and the intended result of avoiding further military confrontation was lost. Instead, the Skhirat process provided Libyan armed actors with a window of opportunity to consider new strategies and forge new coalitions. Haftar, in particular, managed to reconsider his tactics and consolidate his position as commander of the self-styled LNA and strongman in the East by tying local actors to his cause. In a recent and similar fashion, against the backdrop of Serraj and Haftar’s dialogue in Paris, a coalition of Tripoli-based militias instigated Operation Fakhr Libya (Operation Libya Dawn II) with the objective of eliminating the capital of all GNA and LNA allied forces.

Second, the EUs attention for local governance is on the radar of local militias. For example, the primary incentive of the Tebu brigade from Al-Qatroun for closing the Niger-Libyan border for migration seems to be earning recognition and resources from the powerholders in the north. Other examples are the militias in Sabratha that interceded in order to thwart human smugglers. These militias are co-opted and receive cash, aid and equipment from local municipal authorities, allegedly with EU support, which legitimizes their existence. Compensating militias as a sort of payoff is risky, not only because it legitimizes them, but also because it provides certain factions with resources and not others, which will only reinforce local divisions and conflict between militias. Recent events in the city of Sabratha are perhaps the clearest example how EU interventions in local Libya are not sensitive enough to the local context. In Sabratha, the Anas al-Dabbashi Brigade forged a EU-sponsored deal with the GNA to block migration from Sabratha in turn for protection, jobs in the security forces and recognition. Yet this resulted in a backlash from a coalition of fighters called the Anti-ISIS Operations Room (AIOR) who violently expelled the rival Dabbashi Brigade from the city. Hence, the actions by one EU member state (Italy) incentivized the formation of local armed alliances and sparked intra-militia fighting.

EU policies therefore risk the formation of (new) local armed alliances and intra-militia fighting. Aside from the moral objection that EU policies benefit local militias, such policy measures also feed a “militia culture” at the local level which stands in the way of the formation of an effective, civilian-based national government which Europe ostensibly supports.

**Conclusions: when international meets local**

This Alert has shown that **EU-supported negotiations between national political powerholders need to be sensitive to continuously changing local relations. EU policy interventions at the national and local level may incentivize the creation of new local alliances and strategies of armed groups.**

For one, the contents of any national political agreement cannot be enforced locally without the consent of local militias, but local militias may frustrate a political process if that suits them best. We have seen before that armed groups do not necessarily cater to a political settlement. One of the pitfalls of the 2015 UN-brokered Skhirat agreement was that it intended to resolve the dispute between the House of Representatives in Tobruk and Al-Bayda and the General National Congress (GNC) in Tripoli but failed to involve key security and military actors in the process. **A disconnect emerged between progress at the negotiation table and the reality on the ground, where armed factions further imposed their authority and only aggravated the conflict.**

Moreover, the report has shown that **international support for local governance structures needs to be reconsidered in order to avoid further local conflict.** A much-heard phrase in Libya is that everything is local. Support for local governance structures therefore seems a natural alternative to governmental paralysis at the national level. However, the performance of local councils and municipalities does not happen in a vacuum. Governance competencies are fulfilled by a combination of political, social and security (armed) actors. Support for local governance may therefore legitimize and cement the real power of militias who have carved out a role for themselves in local governance provision, which in turn may prevent municipal councils from exercising their lawful powers.

Appreciating the localized nature of Libya’s conflicts and a proper understanding of how EU initiatives incentivize local tensions is key to ensure that the EU’s and its member

---


states’ good intentions are not counterproductive – both at the national and the local level. This leads to two policy recommendations:

1. Given that the de facto authority in Libya lies with localized armed groups, any effort to mediate between actors at the national level should be driven by a clear understanding of the coalitions supporting them and the fluidity of interests that drives these coalitions. Peace agreements will only reach as far as the power that national actors hold over their local partners to accept these deals.

2. As long as national stability remains out of reach, Libya’s future will continue to be determined by a patchwork of local support coalitions. Within such a context, conflict-neutral interventions do not exist. The work of international development efforts supporting local governance can and does strengthen some power holders to the detriment of others. Understanding local power dynamics is critical for making informed decisions about what and who to support.⁵⁴

⁵⁴ Clingendael’s Conflict Research Unit is currently undertaking a research project on the organization and performance of local governance (security and justice provision) throughout Libya, to provide context-specific input for informed policy decisions.